Kahuna for Heavy Industry

Ensure the day-to-day operations are productive, compliant,
and safe with a powerful, digitized competency management
platform

COM PE T E N CY B R I N GS VALU E

Streamlining Your Workforce to Tap Into Its Full Potential
From operating dangerous equipment to having specialized skills, we know that those working the day-to-day
operations in heavy industry have challenging roles. Up until now, ensuring your workforce was completely
competent in their assigned roles was difficult because the tools available didn’t fully reflect how competencies
were assigned and assessed.
With enterprise-wide visibility into competency levels across your organization, Kahuna is architected to meet the
needs of how you really assign and assess competencies. Kahuna gives heavy industry organizations complete
visibility and control, empowering you to place the right worker in the right job at the right time – one hundred
percent of the time.

ENSURE COMPLIANCE & HIGHLY QUALIFIED, EFFECTIVE TEAMS
VISIBILITY

• See and compare competency levels
• Search worker skill sets
• Measure and compare abilities
• Identify skills gaps

When all things converge - visibility, control, operational
excellence - decision makers can assign and assess
competencies easier, which promotes compliance and
safer, more productive job sites. Kahuna allows
organizations to reduce risk and avoid errors. It makes
recruitment more strategic, revealing precisely what the
organization needs to ensure compliance and build
highly qualified, effective teams.

CONTROL

• Assess performance
• Forecast needs
• Determine training goals
• Measure progress
• Inform recruiting

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
• Excellence at compliance and operational
levels
• Smooth and efficient day-to-day workflow

info@kahunaworkforce.com

www.kahunaworkforce.com

Kahuna has enabled us to have a much better
understanding of our workforce…and helped
us staff up projects faster and more effectively.”
David Holberry, Vice President of Engineering, OneSubsea

WHAT PROBLEMS ARE WE SOLVING?

Kahuna Solves Multiple Use Cases Across Heavy Industry
Built with compliance and workforce management in mind, Kahuna achieves something rare. It enables those
working the day-to-day operations of heavily regulated industries to assign, assess, track, and manage the performance and skill sets of their workforce. Whether your team is dispersed across a plant or a larger geographic area,
Kahuna’s competency management platform helps you reduce risk, prove compliance, build highly qualified
teams, and enable faster decision making to improve the productivity and safety of your workforce.

ENERGY

Workforce Development
Complete Competency Assurance
Subcontractor Management

FIELD SERVICES

Reduce Time to Revenue
Crew Based on Competence
Prove Competence to Customers

MANUFACTURING

Digitize Machine Qualification
Support ISO9001 Certification
Plant Access Control

STANDARDS COVERED BY LEADING REGULATORY BODIES

ASQ, API, BSEE, OSHA, ISO, IADC
Competency management is key in regulatory and industry-standard organizations. Kahuna’s competency management system allows you to weave in industry-standard safety and compliance alongside your competency
framework, allowing the compliance process to become part of the standard operating procedure within your
organization.
Ready to kick-start your competency management program? Visit www.kahunaworkforce.com to get started.
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